









As part of the 2007 review of GCSE qualification and subject criteria, the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA) commissioned a report on internal assessment in GCSEs. The report, published in June 2007, recommended that coursework be replaced, in the majority of subjects, with controlled assessment. Controlled assessments were introduced with the first teaching of the revised GCSEs in September 2009. They take place under supervised conditions and are either set by awarding organisations and marked by teachers, or set by teachers (under guidelines set out by awarding organisations) and marked by awarding organisations. We have been monitoring the effectiveness of controlled assessment since it was introduced. We now believe that a more comprehensive review is required to further understand any issues related to controlled assessment and assess the usefulness of this assessment.
Controlled assessment review
From the research we have already commissioned we know that, although controlled assessment has some benefits over coursework, it presents problems for schools in managing the practical arrangements across subjects and there are concerns about its impact on teaching and learning. Our research included the views of more than 800 teachers. One of the findings was that the awarding organisations’ advice and guidance for teachers was inconsistent and confusing. We therefore asked the awarding organisations offering GCSEs to review their guidance. As a result, the Joint Council for Qualifications (JCQ), which was formed to enable member awarding organisations to act together, will issue a revised version in September 2012. There are currently 35 different sets of controlled assessment regulations. We will now review the case for controlled assessment on a subject-by-subject basis in advance of the National Curriculum review in England. We believe that it is important that assessment in each subject is valid and supports good teaching and learning. As part of this activity we are issuing this call for evidence to secure the views of a range of stakeholders on the effectiveness of controlled assessment. Therefore, we are asking for your views on:
the effectiveness of controlled assessment in assessing subject-related skills;
any particular comments or concerns encountered regarding the impact of controlled assessments on student learning.

We will report the outcome of the full review in the autumn.
This call for evidence is an important part of our review – we want to know what you think and why. You do not need to supply comments for every question, just those where you have experience or an opinion. It would be helpful if you could provide a context for how you have formed these opinions (e.g. personal experience; feedback or comments from colleagues, teachers and students; feedback from the public; specific research or evidence). If possible, please provide subject-related details.
The deadline for responses to this survey is 4pm on Thursday, 12th July 2012.
If you have any questions regarding this Call for Evidence please contact researchandevidence@ofqual.gov.uk (​mailto:researchandevidence@ofqual.gov.uk​).
Please email your completed response to researchandevidence@ofqual.gov.uk (​mailto:researchandevidence@ofqual.gov.uk​).

Questions
Assessment of subject-related skills 
1) In your view, what is controlled assessment actually asking learners to demonstrate? Please indicate any subject-specific skills.

2) How has controlled assessment improved assessment of subject-related skills?

3) What essential subject-related skills cannot be assessed effectively through external assessment? Please provide arguments for and against this.

4) One of the reasons controlled assessment replaced coursework was to improve confidence in the authenticity of students' work. How successful has this been?

Controlled assessment in practice 





Please explain you answer.

6) Which components of controlled assessment are causing you most concern (e.g. the actual tasks, awarding organisation requirements or manageability)?

7) Please give us your opinion on the impact of controlled assessment on teaching and learning in terms of the following: 
	breadth and depth of subject content 
	stretching and challenging students
	application of learning and skills.

Alternative approaches 
8) (a) What other ways could the same knowledge and skills be validly and reliably assessed? 
(b) How would this vary by subject?

9) From your experience and understanding please outline any practices from other fields which could be applied to GCSEs context? For instance practices from: 







10) Please outline any other comments related to specific subjects.















( ) Training Provider
( ) Higher Education Institute




( ) Representative group/Interest Group
( ) Government Body/Organisation (national and local)
( ) Other (including General Public)


If you selected ‘School / College’ above please indicate the type:
( ) Primary or Early Years Setting
( ) Academy and/or Free Schools
( ) Comprehensive
( ) State Selective
( ) Independent
( ) Special School
( ) PRU/Secure Unit
( ) FE

If you selected ‘Representative group / interest group’ above please indicate the type:
( ) Learned Body / Subject expert group
( ) Equalities group
( ) Unions
( ) Sector Skills Council (SSC)






( ) Northern Ireland
( ) International







In some instances, Ofqual researchers may have queries about the information you provide. Please indicate whether or not we can contact you for further information.*
( ) Yes, happy to be contacted
( ) No, not on this occasion

We also intend to hold a workshop on 20th or 21st August 2012, which will present the findings of the review so far and provide an opportunity to discuss these and any issues, as well as possible solutions. Please indicate whether or not you are interested/available to attend a workshop.*
( ) Yes, I am interested/available to attend on 20th August
( ) Yes, I am interested/available to attend on 21st August
( ) No, not on this occasion



